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Abstract 

In this paper, two categories of derived nouns in Ìgbò language, viz: 
nouns formed from nominal compounding and nouns formed from 
sentences are examined and discussed. The Ìgbò language is one of 
three major languages spoken in Nigeria, West Africa. The other two 
languages are Hausa and Yorùbá. Previous works on Nominal 
Derivation in Ìgbò have virtually focussed on nouns derived from 
verbs. This paper describes the derivation of Ìgbò nouns (i.e. nouns 
formed from nominal compounding and sentences other than verbs) 
from the point of view of an overall syntactic and semantic analysis. In 
this work, it is established that a nominal compound (a single noun) is 
formed by the combination of two nouns. The resultant derived 
nominal compound may or may not have any semantic correlation with 
the constituent nouns that combine to derive it. Furthermore, it is 
established that a single noun can be derived from a whole sentence. 
This is achieved by contracting a sentence into a single noun as well as 
through the use of complementizers. 

 
Conventions Used 
S - Sentence 
NP - Noun Phrase 
VP - Verb Phrase 
Nom - Nominalizer 
N - Noun 
N1 - First Noun in the nominal combination 
N2 - Second Noun in the nominal combination 
N3 - Nominal Compouud 
C - Consonant 
V - Verb 
      - Low Tone 
- - Downstep Tone 
 - is realized as 
* - Unattested or disallowed form 
-rV - Ìgbò Past Tense Morpheme 
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Introduction 
 The present paper intends to describe two aspects of Ìgbò nominal 
derivation. These are nouns formed from nominal compounding and nouns 
formed from sentences. Ìgbò language has three distinctive tones, High, Low and 
Downstep. The Low tone is marked with a grave accent /   ̀ /, the Downstep tone 
is marked with a hyphen on the corresponding syllable / - /, while the High tone 
is usually left unmarked, as a matter of convention in Ìgbò. 
 
Nominal Compounds 
 Ìgbò has a wide range of nominal compounds. Matthews (1984:33) 
described a compound lexeme or word, for example “ice-cream” as a 
composition of two independent words related by a process of compounding or 
composition to the simple lexemes “ice” and “cream”. Matthews (1984:38) 
further claimed that 
…both ‘ice’ and ‘cream’ can represent words in their own right, whereas in 
‘generation’ the ‘-ion’ is a purely formative, element (a ‘bound morpheme’) 
which has no status as a ‘word’ on its own. 
 Following linguists such as Matthews, therefore, the present author 
believes that a consideration of the following examples of Ìgbò nominal 
compounds, where two nouns combine to form a single noun, will yield an 
insightful field of research. It will contribute extensively to the establishment of a 
systematic theory of word formation and word structure for the Ìgbò language. 

N1       N2    N3 
               Nominal compound  
 1. a. onye    +  agha  onyeagha ‘soldier’ 
   person      ‘war’    
 
  b. onye  +   ahia  onyeahia ‘merchant’ 
   ‘person’      ‘market’   
 
  c. onye   +   amu ma onyeamuma ‘prophet 
   ‘person’      ‘prophecy  
 
  d. onye  + nkuzi onyenkuzi ‘teacher’ 
   ‘person’  ‘teaching’ 
 
  e. ndi  + agha   ndiagha ‘soldiers’ 
   ‘people’  ‘war’   
 
  f. ndi  + ahiandiahia ‘merchants’ 
   ‘people’  ‘market’  
 
  g. ndi  + amuma  ndiamuma ‘prophets’ 
   ‘people’  ‘prophecy’ 
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  h. ndi  + nkuzi ndinkuzi ‘teachers’ 
   ‘people’  ‘teaching’  
 
  i. agu   + iyi  agu iyi  ‘crocodile’ 
   ‘lion’   ‘river’   
 
  j. àgbàtà  + obì àgbàtàobì ‘neighbour’ 
   ‘border’  ‘house’  
 
  k. àkpà  + uchè àkpàuchè ‘memory’ 
   ‘bag’   ‘thought’  
 
  l. àkpà  + nwa àkpànwa‘womb’ 
   ‘bag’   ‘child’   
 
  m. àkpà  + mamiri  àkpàmami ri ‘bladder’ 
   ‘bag’   ‘urine’ 
 
  n. akwà  + ùfùfe   akwàùfùfe  ‘sail’ 
   ‘cloth’   ‘flying’  
 
  o. akwukwo + nriakwukwonri ‘vegetable’ 
   ‘leaf’   ‘food’   
 
  p. ugbo  + àlà ugboàlà ‘lorry/car’ 
   ‘vehicle’  ‘land’ 
 
  q. ugbo  + eluugboelu ‘aeroplane’ 
   ‘vehicle’  ‘top’ 
 
  r. ugbo  + mmiriugbommiri ‘ship’ 
   ‘vehicle’  ‘water’ 
   
  s. di  + ntadinta ‘hunter’ 
   ‘master’  ‘hunting’ 
 
  t. di  + mgba  dimgba ‘wrestler’ 
   ‘master’  ‘wrestling’  
 
 In the above examples, after compounding, the resultant noun may or 
may not have any semantic correlation with the individual nouns that formed it. 
Furthermore, consider the following examples which have no semantic 
correlation with the constituent nouns that combine to derive them. 
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   N1   N2  N3 
       Nominal compound  
 2. a. anya + oku  anyaoku ‘jealousy’ 
   ‘eye’  ‘fire’ 
 
  b. àzu + aka  àzuaka ‘hipocrisy’ 
   ‘back’  ‘hand’ 
 
  c. anya + ukwu  anyaukwu ‘greed’ 
   ‘eye’  ‘bigness’ 
  
  d. afo + òfùfù  afoòfùfù ‘generosity’ 
   ‘stomach’ ‘losing’ 
 
  e. afo + njo  afonjo ‘wickedness’ 
   ‘stomach’ ‘badness’  
 
  f. afo + nri  afonri ‘gluttony’ 
   ‘stomach’ ‘food’ 
 
   

g. aka + àzu  akaazu ‘bribery’ 
  ‘hand’  ‘back’ 

 
  h. aka + ike  akaike ‘stinginess’ 
   ‘hand’  ‘strength’ 
 
  i. akwukwo  + isi  akwukwoisi  ‘tax’ 
   ‘paper’ ‘head’ 
 
 It will be noticed, as mentioned earlier, that in examples 2(a) through 2(i) 
above, the individual noun that combines with another noun in each example to 
form a compound has no semantic correlation with the derived compound noun. 
Moreover, in each example, the constituent noun in the derivational morphology 
is a noun denoting body parts. This perhaps, explains the semantic puzzle posed 
by the non-correlationship of the derived compound noun with the constituent 
nouns forming it. 
 The above derivational processes may then be summarized as follows: 
   N1   +  N2    N3 
where N1 is the first noun, N2 is the second noun modifying N1 and N3 is the 
resultant nominal compound. If the syntactic order is reversed, i.e., if we have 
N2N1 combination, N3 will not result. In other words, the combination will be 
intuitively non-grammatical or, in exceptional cases, result into a totally 
ambiguous semantic structure. 
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Sentential Nouns 
 Derived nouns may also be formed from sentences in the Ìgbò language. 
Such nouns are called sentential nouns. Sentential nouns are derived by 
contracting sentences into words as well as through the use of complementizers. 
We shall first of all discuss sentential nouns formed through contraction of 
sentences into words and then discuss those derived through the use of 
complementizers. 
 
Nouns Derived through Contraction of Sentences into Words 
 Different types of sentential constructions are contracted into single 
nouns. Some examples include the following: 
 
 Proper Nouns 
 Proper nouns are often derived from sentences, contracted into single 
nouns. These include personal names, as exemplified below: 
 
   Derived nouns    Sentence 
 3.  a) Nwakàego ‘female person’s from    Nwa        kà       ego.    

 name’    ‘child surpasses money’. 
 
b) Ndùbùàkù      ‘female  person’s      from     Ndù bù àkù .   

name’     ‘Life  is  wealth’. 
  
 
    c) Chukwuemeka  ‘male  person’s      from   Chukwu  emeka. 

name’                 ‘God has done very well’. 
 
     d) Àlàemeka    ‘male  person’s          from     àlà emeka.    

name’     ‘land has done very well’. 
 
 This is a straightforward process which only involves the contraction of 
words making up a sentence into a single noun. Apart from the contraction, the 
syntactic order of the words remain intact. 
 
Nouns Denoting the Idea of Excessiveness1 
 Nouns denoting the idea of excessiveness can also be derived from 
sentences contracted into single words. Some examples include the following: 
Derived nouns     
 
4. a)  esuresu ‘product of  from     e          suru esu. 
   excessive   ‘someone’ ground    emphatic 
   grinding’    morpheme 
 

b)  agwaragwa  ‘product of   from     a          gwara agwa. 
  excessive   ‘someone’  mixed    emphatic 
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  mixing’     morpheme 
 
 c)  akòràkò  ‘product of    from     a          kòrò àkò . 
   excessive  ‘someone’  farmed   emphatic 
   farming’    morpheme 
 
 d)  akpurakpu    ‘product of   from           a     kpuru      akpu.  
   excessive    ‘someone’moulded    emphatic 
   moulding’     morpheme 
  

To derive esuresu for instance, first, the emphatic morpheme is 
juxtaposed to the verb. Then, the subject impersonal pronoun e is prefixed to the 
verb and the vowel of the past tense –rV morpheme is subsequently deleted. 
 The derivation is as follows: 
 Underlying form: e   suru    esu 
 By juxtaposition of emphatic morpheme rule: 
      e  suruesu 
 By prefixation rule:   esuruesu 
 By past tense morpheme vowel  
 deletion rule:    esuresu 
 
Nouns Derived through Pronominal2 Position-switching and Auxiliary 
Deletion 
 Sentential nouns are also derived through pronominal position-switching 
and auxiliary deletion. This is our last category of nouns derived through 
contraction of sentences into single words. In the sentences from which these 
sentential nouns are formed, the first person singular pronoun is shifted from its 
subject position to be infixed between the verb and its object. Then, the auxiliary 
nà is completely deleted.  Derived nouns formed from the above processes 
include the following: 
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Derived noun  
6. a) àkwamozu ‘mourning’   from      m nà àkwa ozu. 
       ‘I am mourning’  
        aux. 
 
 b) ànu mdi ‘marriage’    from  m nà ànu  di. 
       ‘I am marrying’ 
        aux. 
 
 c) èsemokwu ‘quarrel’   from  m nà èse okwu.  
       ‘I am quarreling’ 
        aux. 
 
 d) èzumike ‘leave/rest’  from  m nà èzu ike. 
       ‘I am resting’  
       aux. 
 
 The above examples involve processes like the following derivation: 
  
 7. Underlying form :  m  nà-àkwa ozu. 
  By pronominal position-switching rule: nà àkwamozu 
  By auxiliary deletion rule : àkwamozu ‘mourning’ 
 
 This particular aspect of nominal derivational morphology in Ìgbò has 
been a major concern in a number of Ìgbò grammatical studies. Williamson 
(1972: xiviii) claimed that the derived noun is a verbal noun from a verb plus 
object phrase by adding a vowel prefix and inserting -m- plus a vowel between 
verb and object. This view is contrary to the view presented in the present paper, 
as it is considered non-plausible. Emenanjo (1982:85) recognized the fact that the 
derived noun in question is derived from a sentence. Obviously, the present paper 
supports Emenanjo’s claim on the ground that the origin of the derived noun is a 
sentence. But, the sentential base of this paper differs from Emenanjo’s. For 
instance, Emenanjo’s examples include the following: 
 
8. Derived noun 
ezumike ‘leave/rest’   from   ezu m ike.* 
          rest I rest  
         ‘I rest’ 
 
9. ezu m ike     does not appear to form a complete sentence  in Ìgbò language 
and therefore that construction is rejected, hence the postulation suggested in this 
paper. Suffice it to say then that since the syntactic structure of Emenanjo’s 
sentence base is different from ours, it is only logical as has been put forward in 
this paper, that out derivational processes differ extensively from the earlier 
claim. 
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Sentential Nouns Formed through the use of Complementizers 
 Furthermore, in Ìgbò, sentential nouns are formed through the use of 
complementizers, namely: the nà complementizer and the kà complementizer. 
In other words, we have the nà nominalization as well as the kà 
nominalization. These are NP complements. Rosenbaum (1967) claimed that in 
English, the complementizers are not generated in the deep structure. Rather, 
they are derived transformationally. He went further to say that the choice of the 
complementizer in the NP or VP complement is dependent on the verb in the 
matrix sentence. As such therefore, he uses complementizers to subcategorise the 
verbs, but this is not the case in Ìgbò. In Ìgbò, the choice of the complementizer 
in the NP complement is quite independent of the verb in the matrix sentence. 
However, the Ìgbò complementizers are derived transformationally, just as in 
Rosenbaum’s grammar, as will be shown in the course of our discussion. The 
complementizer-nominalization in Ìgbò will be discussed under two subclasses, 
(i.e. according to the type of nominalizer they contain) viz: the nà 
nominalization and the kà nominalization as follows: 
 
The nà-nominalization  
 The nà-nominalization refers to an action or event that has already taken 
place. It can function as the subject or object of a sentence. It carries the semantic 
feature [+Emphasis]. One important point to note about the syntax of the 
complementizer nominalization in Ìgbò is that the word order remains constant, 
whether in subject or object position. In other words, there is no variation in word 
order. Consider the following examples 10 through (15): 
  
 10.                Nà o3gàrà       sòrò m. 
  (The fact) that he went pleased me. 
   subject 
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The Deep Structure of Sentence l0 is Diagrammed Roughly Below 
 
  (11) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To derive 10 from (11) above, we just need the complementizer 
placement transformation. This transformation nominalizes the embedded 
sentence (which is the subject of sentence 10) by inserting the nominalizer (i.e. 
complementizer) nà ‘that’ before it. The result of this transformation is 
illustrated below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

fact                 S 

S 

S 

NP              VP 

 N                V 

 o                 gàrà     sòrò             m 
he               went    pleased       me 
[+Emphasis] 

NP 
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(12) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The embedded sentence i.e. the nominalized sentence is the subject of 
the main sentence while the matrix sentence is the object. 
 The nà nominalized sentence can also function as the object of a 
sentence, as in example 13 below: 
  13. Ada mà nà Ike zùrù ugbo àlà. 
   Ada knew (the fact) that Ike bought a car. 
      object  
The deep structure of 13 can be diagrammed roughly as below: 
  

(The fact)              S 

S 

S 

Nom   NP         VP 

N             V 

 Nà     o              gàrà       sòrò        m 
That   he            went    pleased    me 
         [+Emphasis] 

NP 
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 (14) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
To derive 13 from (14) above, we just need the complementizer 

placement transformation which places the complementizer nà ‘that’ before the 
embedded sentence, thereby nominalizing the embedded sentence (which in this 
example, is the object of the main sentence). The result of this transformation is 
illustrated below in diagram (15): 

S 

VP

NP         VP 

 Ada                mà                Ike    zùrù     ugbo  àlà 
Ada                knew             Ike  bought a car 
                                            [+Emphasis] 

NP 

V                         NP 
N 

S 

    N    V            NP 

N 
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  (15) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The kà-nominalization 
 The kà-nominalization refers to an action or event that is yet to take 
place. It can only function as the object of a sentence. It can also be analysed as a 
relative clause construction. The kà-nominalization unlike the nà-
nominalization does not carry the semantic feature [+ Emphasis]. Therefore, it 
has the feature [- Emphasis]. 
Examples are: 
 16. Nwakà chòrò kà anyi rie n ri. 
  Nwakà wants that we eat food. 
            Object 
  ‘Nwakà wants us to eat food.’ 
 17. Uzò  si kà Ego gaa ahi a. 
   ‘Uzò  says that Ego should go (to the) market’. 
         Object 

VP

NP         VP 

 Ada               ma       nà        Ike     zùrù    ugbo  àlà  
Ada                knew   that       Ike  bought a car 
                                            [+Emphasis] 

NP 

V                         NP 
N 

S 

   N     V            NP 

N 

S 
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(18) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
To derive 16 from (18) above, (again, like the nà-nominalization 

discussed earlier) all that is needed is a nominalization transformation i.e., the 
complementizer placement transformation which places the complementizer kà 
‘that’ before the embedded sentence, thereby, nominalizing the embedded 
sentence. The result of this transformation is illustrated below in diagram (19): 
  

VP

NP         VP 

Nwakà         chòrò              anyi    rie           nri 
Nwaka         wants              we      eat        food 
                                            [-Emphasis] 

NP 

V                         NP N 

S 

    N    V            NP 

N 

S 

VP

NP         VP 

NP 

V                         NP 
N 

S 

   N     V            NP 

S 
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(19)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The kà-nominalization is ambiguous in the sense that it can also be 
analysed as a relative clause construction. For instance, in the example 16 above, 
the nominalized sentence can mean a relative clause of reason. In other words, 
the reason ‘that Nwakà wants us is so that we eat’. The ambiguity of these 
sentences suggests that the particle kà has a dual function, first as a 
complementizer nominalizing a sentence and secondly as a relative clause 
marker. 
 
Conclusion 
 This paper has so far demonstrated a number of generalizations in the 
Ìgbò nominal derivation, some of them confirming claims of earlier Ìgbò 
grammatical studies. First, it is evident that single nouns can be derived from 
nominal compounding. Furthermore, a single noun can be derived from a whole 
sentence in the Ìgbò language.  
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Notes 
1. Only the impersonal pronouns e and a are involved in this process. The 

pronoun /e/ is used for verb roots containing vowels belonging to Set I 
Vowel Harmony Group, while the pronoun /a/ is used for verb roots 
containing vowels belonging to Set 2 Vowel Harmony Group. The Ìgbò 
language operates vowel harmony, whereby the eight vowel phonemes /i, i, 
e, a, o, o, u, u/ divide neatly into two sets, Set I and Set 2. Vowels /i, e, o, u/ 
belong to Set I Vowel Harmony Group and cooccur with each other, while 
vowels /i,a, o, u/ belong to Set 2 Vowel Harmony Group and cooccur with 
each other. 

2. The only pronoun involved in this process in the first person singular 
pronoun /m/. 

3. The underlined sentences are the nominalized sentences. 
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